
 February 27, 1984 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Follow-up visits 
 
 
The MG (SSK and HWK) took off from the Gilgit airport and landed at Gulapur where the MG was met by 
about 100 persons including MYK. Details of VO Gulapur were given as under: 
 
VO Gulapur 
 
- Date of formation  April 1983 
- Total membership  70 
- Meetings held   Fortnightly 
- Total savings   Rs. 3,000 of which Rs.1,000 was saved in the last two meetings. 
- Project under   Widening and improvement of the existing channel which was 

  implementation   completed and had resulted in additional water and benefitted         
the whole village. 

 
The President of the VO explained that the organisation was lying dormant because of lack of interest by the 
former President. The new President has resolved to activate the organisation and to fulfil all the obligations of 
the members as agreed to between the AKRSP and the organisation, at the time of formation of the 
organisation. The members gave a list of village plans. The President explained that the members have 
discussed plans for fruit plantation and construction of boundary walls to protect trees and plants from 
damage by stray animals. In regard to land development, the President requested for assistance by provision 
of implements. He also requested for transport subsidy on marketing of fruit and provision of a threshing 
machine on loan. HWK speaking in Shina language explained AKRSP's strategy and pointed out that the 
object was not to widen and improve the channel only because that could have been done even through a 
contractor. He pointed out the three essentials of development and the need for forging a lasting partnership 
between AKRSP and the VO with the objective of total development of Gulapur. He outlined AKRSP 
assistance based on collective management by the village and the benefits of cutting costs through collective 
work. 
 
The rationale of savings was explained by SSK and also the need for accumulation of capital for undertaking 
further development plans. The President of the VO assured to his fullest cooperation and promised to put the 
organisation on a solid footing. 
 
Gulapur is one of those villages where objections were raised and doubts expressed about the acceptance of 
AKRSP assistance and the organisation has been lying dormant for quite a long time. It was therefore 
gratifying that patience and preservance has paid and the organisation is showing signs of revival. This was 
also the first organisation according to HWK which has showed an interest in assistance by getting 
implements for the improvement of land. HWK is planning to supply a set of tools for a group of 15 to 20 
members at a cost of Rs.2000 to 5,000. His idea is to link this assistance with savings thus if a set of tool is 
going to cost Rs.3,500, the 20 or 50 members who are going to benefit by it, should be asked to show savings 
of at least Rs.200-300 to entitle them for this subsidy. This is an idea worth pursuing and should be discussed 
in the next monthly workshop. 
 
From Gulapur the MG flew to Japuka where it was met by the members of the organisation near the bridge. 
The President of the organisation along with the Model Farmer and about 80 members were present and the 
following data was provided: 
 
 



VO Japuka 
 
- Date of formation  March 1983 
- Total membership  93 
- Meetings held   20 - which were stopped for some time and then restarted. The lack 

of interest of the members was according to them due to lack of the 
follow-up visits by SOU. 

- Savings accumulated  Rs. 4,079 
-  Project implemented  Link road which is being maintained. Fertilizer loan was also taken 

and has been repaid. 
 
SSK addressing the members regretted the performance of the organisation which was even more painful 
because of the fact that Japuka was the first village visited by the MG in the Ghizer area and its performance 
in completing the PPI project, has been hailed by no less a personality than His Highness himself who in his 
interview mentioned about the completion of this road in record time compared to a much longer period 
estimated by the engineers. SSK therefore, enquired of the members of the reasons for his dormancy and 
lack of interest. The members started accusing each other and office bearers for this state of affairs and 
considerable heat was generated. The MF made it very clear that unless and until the members showed 
interest and came to weekly meetings, it will be impossible the organisation survive. He maintained that the 
members did not show enough interest. Some of the members asked for another project of an irrigation 
channel. SSK explained to them the modus operandi of the AKRSP and clarified that a second project would 
only be undertaken on the basis of loan which would be dependent as to how much savings of each member 
commensurate with his paying capacity or saving capacity (?). The link road project which was estimated to 
cost Rs.115,000 was completed by making the following payments: 
 
- Labour charges    Rs. 33,000 
- Trees compensation 
 to 17 persons    Rs.  5,000 
- Land compensation to 
 25 persons    Rs. 65,000 
- Explosives and implements  Rs. 12,000 
 
SSK explained that people who got compensation for trees and land should be in a position to save more than 
the members who received only labour charges. In the end SSK asked the members whether they were 
prepared to give one hour a week for the meeting and to save according to their capacity because some of 
the members pointed out that they were not able to save even one rupee a week. There was a general 
consensus that every member would attend the meeting and those who don't will have to pay a fine. The 
savings will be in accordance with the saving capacity of each member. The members requested the MG to 
make more frequent visits to their village and SSK directed the SOU to ensure that they visit as many of the 
weekly meetings of the organisation as possible. 
 
On this note, the helicopter took off from Japuka and next landed at Singal. 
 
At Singal rest house, the President of the organisation Sher Shah, former District Councillor was present with 
a handful of members of the organisation. SSK enquired of the President the total membership which was 
reported at 109. SSK therefore, asked the President to organise the meeting with the majority of members so 
that he could explain to them the vision and strategy of AKRSP. 
 
Next the helicopter landed at Jandrote where the MG was met by Sartaj, Mairaj and Hazrat Amin. Overlooking 
the frozen Khalti lake, 70-80 members of the different VOs sat around the MG and gave the following details: 
 
 
 
VO Jandrote 



 
Jan Bahadur and Masood Jan, the President and Manager stated: 
 
- Date of formation   24.2.1983 
- Total memberships   139 
- Meetings held    17 (weekly). There was a break and from 27.1.84, the 

organisation was reorganised. 
- Savings accumulated   Rs. 3,311 
- Project under    A reservoir which still remains 

  implementation    to be completed. The members explained that for the 
reservoir they had to construct a road and instead of three 
walls, they had to construct four walls, hence the estimated 
amount of Rs.111,000 ran short of the required amount. 

 
SSK explained the methodology of AKRSP and impossibility of the revision of the cost estimates because the 
grant given was not on the basis of how much the work would cost, it was only an assistance to enable the 
villager to complete the work. The members hoped that the work will be completed by the end of March. 
Obviously this organisation right from the beginning has been the victim of lack of leadership. The elected 
President, a school master, has never been resident in the village. He was at first posted at Phander and how 
he had been transferred to another for-off place. The organisation has decided to elect another President on 
completion of the reservoir and rendering of full account by the outgoing President. 
 
VO Khalti 
 
- Date of formation   24.2.1983 
- Total memberships   126 
- Meetings held    Fortnightly on 5th and 22nd of every month. 
- Total savings    Rs. 8,000 
- Project under    Blasting by explosives of the 
 implementation    Khalti Dam to reclaim agricultural fields inundated  
      by the sudden lake. The work is expected to  
      recommence by March 15, 1984. 
 
This is the village which on the fateful day of July 27, 1981, was subjected to a massive mud flow which 
resulted in damaging the Gilgit river by a 150 feet high and half a mile wide dam. This inundated agricultural 
land of the villagers of Khalti. Despite visits by many agencies and entreaties to different organisations, 
nothing substantial had come out but because of the setting up of the VO and their adherence to the terms of 
partnership, AKRSP is trying to help them in retrieving their lands. This is a dicey project and one only hopes 
that the optimism of the villagers proves right and their lands are reclaimed partially by blasting holes in the 
dam. 
 
Some representatives of village Sharaming stated that although initially they had become part of the Jandrote 
VO, but the reservoir is not going to result in any benefit to them. It would mainly benefit the resident of village 
Japuka. They therefore, decided formation of a separate organisation with 78 households. The MG directed 
SOU to look into the matter and took cognizance of the proposal for having a dialogue with the residents of 
Sharaming. 
 
VO Gupis 
 
A couple of representatives of this organisation were also present and gave the following information: 
 
- Date of formation   2.4.83 
- Total membership   270 
- Meetings held    35 - three times a month 



- Total savings    Rs. 16,500 
- Project under    Extension and improvement of an existing khul. 
 implementation    The work has been completed and water will be  
      available this season for the development of new 
      land and for new plantations. 
 
The representatives pointed out about the plants which has recently been obtained from down country by 
AKRSP. According to them, the members are not interested in taking the almond and other fruit plants for the 
reason that these plants have no roots and secondly they need the plants after 20.3.1984 and not so early in 
the season. This was the general complaint expressed by the organisations in the Gupis and Yasin areas. 
SSK promised to send an agricultural expert who would sort out the issue. 
 
The condition of Jandrote organisation does not seem too good and the SO will have to pay special attention 
to this organisation. 
 
The helicopter next headed towards Phander area in search of OXFAM village Gulakhmuli and ultimately 
landed at a snow covered village turned out to be Gulakhmuli. Despite the fact that no advance intimation had 
been possible, very soon nearly 70 to 80 persons assembled around the helicopter and the MG was led to UC 
offices where the first dialogue was held between MG and the households of Gulakhmuli. The following data 
was provided: 
 
- Households  100 
- Population  800 
- Average household   8 
 
The nearby village Gulukheri has a hospital and school and a D.J. Primary School where most of the children 
from Gulakhmuli go for education. 
 
Bulbul Hayat ex-Chairman of Union Council appeared on the scene and informed the MG that Gulakhmuli 
has already formed a VO which has 216 members and has accumulated Rs.132,50 as savings. When SSK 
enquired as to how the membership is twice the number of households in Gulakhmuli, it was explained that 
the households of Gulakheri are also members of the Gulakhmuli VO. HWK then explained in the local 
language the aims and objectives of AKRSP and its methodology. SSK reiterated the terms of partnership on 
which collaboration could be forged between AKRSP and the VO. He advised formation of a separate 
organisation of Gulakhmuli in view of the requirements of the weekly meetings and savings to which the 
members and the President Bulbul Hayat agreed. Both the President and the Manager Mohammad Amin 
belong to village Gulakhmuli. It was pointed out by MG that on their visit to Gulakheri, they will explore the 
possibility of formation of a separate VO for that village. The members present identified the following PPI 
schemes as their priorities: 
 
- Khul from Terru to Gulakhmuli  4 miles 
- Khul from Gundrash to Gulakhmuli 3 miles 
- Khul from Ashordal to Gulakhmuli 5 miles 
 
On a query by HWK as to the number one priority amongst these three schemes, there was a consensus on 
the khul from Gundrash to Gulakhmuli. The MG promised to send a survey team as soon as weather 
conditions permit, which the members pointed out might be possible in late March. MG promised to come 
back to the village for the third dialogue. The MG was most impressed by the performance of this forlorn and 
remote village who were so active and enthusiastic for collaboration with AKRSP. 
 
The helicopter took off and landed at Gilgit airport at 1630 hours after dropping Sartaj at Gupis. 
 


